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The One Who Points the Way 

1.  The Sleeper Awakened 
 
“Did you know what you doing when you trained me?” he asked. 
There’s no more childhood in his voice, she thought. And she said: “I 

hoped the thing any parent hopes—that you’d be . . . superior, different.” 
“Different?” 
She heard the bitterness in his tone, said: “Paul, I—” 
“You didn’t want a son!” he said. “You wanted a Kwisatz Haderach! 

You wanted a male Bene Gesserit!” 
She recoiled from his bitterness. “But Paul. . . . “ 
“Did you ever consult my father in this?” 
She spoke gently out of the freshness of her grief: “Whatever you are, 

Paul, the heredity is as much your father as me.” 
“But not the training,” he said. “Not the things that . . . awakened . . . 

the sleeper.” 
“Sleeper?” 
“It’s here.” He put a hand to his head and then to his breast. “In me. 

It goes on and on and on and on and—” (317-318) 
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2.  Terrible Purpose 
 
So here we live out our lives, she thought, on this hell planet. The place is 

prepared for us, if we can evade the Harkonnens. And there’s no doubt of my 
course: a brood-mare preserving an important bloodline for the Bene Gesserit 
Plan. 

“I must tell you about my waking dream,” Paul said. (Now there 
was fury in his voice.) “To be sure you accept what I say, I’ll tell you first I 
know you’ll bear a daughter, my sister, here on Arrakis.” 

Jessica placed her hands against the tent floor, pressed back against 
the curving fabric wall to still a pang of fear. She knew her pregnancy 
could not show yet. Only her own Bene Gesserit training had allowed her 
to read the first faint signals of her body, to know of the embryo only a 
few weeks old. 

“Only to serve,” Jessica whispered, clinging to the Bene Gesserit 
motto. “We exist only to serve.” 

“We’ll find a home among the Fremen,” Paul said, “where your 
Missionaria Protectiva has bought us a bolt hole.” 

They’ve prepared a way for us in the desert, Jessica told herself. But how 
can he know of the Missionaria Protectiva? She found it increasingly difficult 
to subdue her terror at the overpowering strangeness in Paul. (319) 
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3.  The Thing Must Take Its Course 
 
“The things that can happen here, I cannot begin to tell you,” 

he said. “I cannot even begin to tell myself, although I’ve seen 
them. This sense of the future—I seem to have no control over it. 
The thing just happens. The immediate future—say, a year—I can 
see some of that . . . a road as broad as our Central Avenue on 
Caladan. Some places I don’t see . . . shadowed places . . . as 
though it went behind a hill” (and again he thought of the surface 
of a blowing kerchief) “. . . and there are branchings. . . .” 

He fell silent as memory of that seeing filled him. No 
prescient dream, no experience of his life had quite prepared him 
for the totality with which the veils had been ripped away to 
reveal naked time. 

Recalling the experience, he recognized his own terrible 
purpose—the pressure of his life spreading outward like an 
expanding bubble . . . time retreating before it. . . . (320) 
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4.  The Longed-For That Comes at Unawares 
 
As though he saw inside her mind, Paul said: “They thought 

they were reaching for me. But I’m not what they expected, and 
I’ve arrived before my time. And they don’t know it.” 

Jessica pressed her hands to her mouth.  
Great Mother! He’s the Kwisatz Haderach! 
She felt exposed and naked before him, realizing then that he 

saw her with eyes from which little could be hidden. And that, 
she knew, was the basis of her fear. 

“You’re thinking I’m the Kwisatz Haderach,” he said. “Put 
that out of your mind. I’m something unexpected.” 

I must get word out to one of the schools, she thought. The mating 
index may show what has happened. 

“They won’t learn about me until it’s too late,” he said. (322) 
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5.  What Am I? 
 
“If you’re not the Kwisatz Haderach,” Jessica said, “what—” 
“You couldn’t possible know,” he said. “You won’t believe it until you see 

it.” 
And he thought: I’m a seed. 
He suddenly saw how fertile was the ground into which he had fallen, 

and with this realization, the terrible purpose filled him, creeping through the 
empty place within, threatening to choke him with grief. 

He had seen two main branchings along the way ahead—in one he 
confronted an evil old Baron and said: “Hello, Grandfather.” The thought of 
that path and what lay along it sickened him. 

The other path held long patches of gray obscurity except for peaks of 
violence. He had seen a warrior religion there, a fire spreading across the 
universe with the Atreides green and black banner waving at the head of 
fanatic legions drunk on spice liquor. Gurney Halleck and a few others of his 
father’s men—a pitiful few—were among them, all marked by the hawk 
symbol from the shrine of his father’s skull. 

“I can’t go that way,” he muttered. “That’s what the old witches of your 
schools really want.” 

“I don’t understand you, Paul,” his mother said. (322-323) 
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6.  The Seed Germinates 
 
He remained silent, thinking like the seed he was, thinking with the race 

consciousness he had first experienced as terrible purpose. He found that he no 
longer could hate the Bene Gesserit or the Emperor or even the Harkonnens. 
They were all caught up in the need of their race to renew its scattered 
inheritance, to cross and mingle and infuse their bloodlines in a great new 
pooling of genes. And the race knew only one sure way for this—the ancient 
way, the tried and certain way that rolled over everything in its path: jihad.  

Surely, I cannot choose that way, he thought. 
But he saw again in his mind’s eye the shrine of his father’s skull and the 

violence with the green and black banner waving in its midst. 
Jessica cleared her throat, worried by his silence. “Then . . . the Fremen 

will give us sanctuary?” 
He looked up, staring across the green-lighted tent at the inbred, 

patrician lines of her face. “Yes,” he said. “That’s one of the ways.” He nodded. 
“Yes. They’ll call me . . . Muad’Dib, ‘The One Who Points the Way.’ Yes . . . 
that’s what they’ll call me.” 

And he closed his eyes, thinking: Now, my father, I can mourn you. And he 
felt the tears coursing down his cheeks. (323-324) 
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7.  The Irulan Oeuvre, Book I  
 

The Collected Sayings of Muad’Dib (5) 

The Manual of Muad’Dib (4) 

Muad’Dib, Family Commentaries (4) 

A Child’s History of Muad’Dib (3) 

Songs of Muad’Dib (2) 

Dictionary of Muad’Dib (1) 

Analysis: The Arrakeen Crisis (1) 

The Humanity of Muad’Dib (1) 

In My Father’s House (1) 
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8.  Untold Stories (Matt Shaw) 
 

Like Tolkien, Herbert hints at reams of history and back-story in 
brief passages:  
 
"It reads like the Azhar Book, she thought, recalling her studies of 
the Great Secrets. Has a Manipulator of Religions been on Arrakis?" 
Manipulator of Religions? That sounds vaguely awesome. Not to 
mention that "Great Secrets" is capitalized, which suggests much. 
 
My quick take: In the Dune universe, every meeting is a test and 
every conversation is a performance. They're not much for the 
small talk. Or perhaps they favor Small Talk. 
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9.  Things That Look Like Ents, But Ain’t (Art Noose) 
 

In your understanding, are the Fremens a racial/ethnic group, or 
are they a cultural group of anyone living in the desert? 
Specifically, it seems that Kynes is supposed to be a non-Fremen 
(is there even a term for that) but Paul perceives that he is secretly 
(?) a Fremen. Does that mean Kynes is a Fremen who "passes" or a 
non-Fremen who has lived around them so much that he has 
assimilated?  
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10.  The Fictional Frame (Stephen Benedetti) 
 
Herbert's vocabulary choices draws on many real world sources 

including, most notably, arabic.  This is notable because, in the 60s, 
this tradition was a lot more unknown to the English speaking world 
than it has become since.  In my opinion, he chose this becuase the 
arabs come from a desert-dwelling tradition.  Therefore, those words 
and concepts help convey an authentic depth to the Dune experience.   

Additionally, there are the more familiar Greek, Roman, and 
general Christian references that also help to build this sense of 
depth. 

Do you think that Herbert was "simply" creating a fictional 
universe where Dune exists or was he positing that the Dune 
universe is a continuation of our universe (sort of the complementary 
mythology to Tolkien's attempt at creating a pre-history of England)?  
And, do you think this question matters in any way?  

 
 
 

 


